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In accordance with provisions of rule 2 of its rules ,of procedure,-; She. Economic " :;
and Social Council held its second ordinary session of the year - the sixty-third

session .-^at^he Palais.des Nations in. Geneva from. 6 July. .to. 5 August. .. ■■

, . 'Sp:eakirigYrtV^he .opening meeting, Mr. Kurt Waldheim, the SecretaryrGeneral. :of the.T^-
JJnite4. Nat'iqnsi remarked; that the Tcurrent. session ;of. the. Council was opening >n :ther-wake
of the. often impassioned discussions; and the consistently;.difficult.negotiations^ whichr-
had marked the past;l8 months.:. ..The mandate of. the Council was however -. wider .andxrequired
that each year a comprehensive diagnosis of the world economic situation should be?provided
and; moreover, that an exhaustive appraisal should be made of the performance achieved
and the. policies f;ollowed in relation to. the objectives set for the present, dec.ade.

He added that well-being and social justice"had become matters of increasing-concern
:in the deliberations ,.of the.. Cpuncii;;and-co.ul.^.no. longer be excluded from economic; "discus
sions. They reflected not only a final objective towards which more rapid,progress. :must
be made, but also, and in a way which had not yet been made sufficiently'clear, one of the
conditions for^economic progress in the future.. A new-approach was: being -takenr invthat
regard, and a new balance was'being struck between the various objectives." .Because-more
di.fferentiatedvand more ambitious objectives were.now. recognised, .it was also-necessary-to
acknowledge, -with greater vision than in'the past,: the. glaring defects';which-hadinhibited
the harmonious development.of the international, economic'system: , excessively unequalUerms
of trade, chronic unstability, the, erosion.of;the purchasing power of the poorest;-the
unsatisfactory distribution of international liquidity and the blockage^ of'international
markets, mainly to the detriment of the natural development of primitive and undiversified
economies.

Where the future of :a number of developing, countries was concerned, 'the" medium-terLm
trends that emerged from the various appraisal reports were not encouraging. For many -'
countries, those trends formed part of a record of stagnation and, for some, even
regression.

He was ^convinced' that a massive effort "on behalf. of .the. poorest countries would-act as
a powerful stimulus for economic, recovery in Q[ther .countries. His meetings, with the leaders
of developing countries had' bro,ught: home" to- him'."how much^..they were concerned with pressing
problems-which,, in their" viewV called^ for at^easf as. mucH'attention as the pursuit" .of-
long-term goals. Those, appeals must., no't meet with indifference." .. , . " '
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Pood production was a problem of concern to the economic community in general and

the third world countries in particular, and he invited the Council to turn its attention

to it. It was'inconceivable that the problem of food production could be relegated to

the background, even, temporarily and even'for1 the,-sake ofVo.theri equally urgent'objectives.

Under the pressure of population^growth,, which,-according to all-the_forecasts would

continue at a rapid rate for some time to come, the food problem was becoming more worrying

every day. The threshold of physical and social tolerance was dangerously close, and if

that threshold were to be crossed, the outcome might be grave. The inadequate level of

food production was also directly linked to other problems of the developing countries:

endemic unemployment and underemployment, together with the obstacles to rapid industrial-,

ization caused by the too slow development''of a domestic market. - ' ■

At the international level, the establishment of the International Fund for Agri

cultural Development (iFAD) must be welcomed, but there was no guarantee as yet tiiat that very
promising programme would have the necessary continuity, although its capacity for action

should be expected to grow rapidly as the preliminary studies were completed and plans

were developed. The volume of food aid was still far from commensurate: with the hopes- of

thos'ei for 'whom it was Intended/ ' ' ' ' .

In suggesting certain subjects for consideration at. the session, he did. not'intend

to distract the Council from what was the central theme, and justly so,, of its delibera

tions. ;':;In; particular, he wanted to reiterate once again his deep""* conviction-'thai; genuine
^progress' in establishing an-integrated programme for commodities was'a necessary^condition

-of-iprogress in other areas. The current meeting,' within the context of the^Council, was

itself-an'opportunity to advance the development of a project which would be"..submitted to

UNCTAD in November. ■ \ .'■ -.v$'
, . . ■ ■r-

He( had-.,recently referred to the energy problem in the same spir.it, and he wanted to

touch on it .again,. At its seventh special session, the General Assembly had entrusted

him-with the task of considering the establishment of an institute'to assist member-_

co-un^.riVsy- especially thnse of the third- world'/ in the definition and application of their
energy^policies. ."•''■■ ' .

In that context, he expressed the hope that the international community would assume

world-wide responsibility with'1 regard to a'problem-which was crucial to all aspects of

development. To that end he'-had' proposed' the establishment of an international community

within"the-framework of the. United Nations* He was not, however, thinking in terms of the

■establishment of a system of central, planning'or of the creation of a supranational

authority, for his idea was based'on a fundamental, if not sacred, principle,' namely that

of. the .permanent sovereignty of each nation over -its national resources..

The new order that the world was seeking had not only an economic aspect But also'a

human dimension. On the threshold of the sixty-third session, it must be borne in mind

th'at', although three-quarters of mankind were developing, almost one-half was desperately

poor. . : V1 /:" ■ ; ' ,..-■"-':

All the representatives took the floor in the general debate on international■economic

and social policy with emphasis on the regional and sectoral levels. In citing the report

of' the-Secretary-General- on long-term trends in the economic development of the regions of

the w'o'rlld-,'they stressed the-precarious nature of the world economic situation and its

- implications for the development'of the countries of the third_ world, the growing inter

dependence of all the. co'unt'ries in the world and the poor performance of the African

countries in their application of the International Development Strategy for'the Second

United Nations Development Decade*
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' . ,,In, his statement the Executive. Secretary of ECA observed that the very poor ' -

V ^f^T ?f II!8 -"^ regi°n be*ween■•I960 «* 1975 had had devastating results. ' At
' iSft ** \T V lmPreSSlp" t0 * gained from the Preliminary assessment of long-term
development.trends.a^, prospects in. Africa. . Actually, between :.196O and'1975, African'
OBP -"SSf- ffrl6S ^J^ained .* rate, of about 4.5 P-r cent annual growth oPtfieir
sl^J^- °J—Ce 1?as*elow *he .targets set for the first ai* seconS development
■Ift^in-^??-^- pne'S™ *?-"«ard-the-W*»"»ly-*oor performance of 2 per cent gr^th
the yfars I96o1o Wa ^1°^^ th-^QeKcMe W75. the:average growth rate of 5^ for
tne years iy60 to 1974: was still only 4.9,per. cent per. annum/ V . • • :."

Poor.Peff°™"1<=e »as. partly, accounted, for: by.a correspondingly' poof per-' ''
aflc^f^sector accentuated by.d^ought coBditions, Be^wfeen I960 a'nd-

ltlCred^ ^:rate °f 2'a per bent Pe^annu™;: TnuS;
of^^^e;in.agricultural production Hii ?

r « ? fjF**® °f P°P«lation in Africa -'a phenomenon'which
f0°d sports at high prices, thereby accentuating the precarious

s position of. many African countries. ■ . •■ ,. T > '; ■■■.

*j-^" ■aLB°iPeWW^ that the.,upswings aftd downswings in the industrialized' ^'
market economies affected, the value of, African;exports, the terSs of trade, the level oT :
domestic inflation and the trends and levels of GDP. . - . ^' °?v.

reriof inclL°^ t,"^^ °fJ^^P^^ which had hampered the development of the
region, ..including the, debt burden and. the inflation, .a good, part" of whichl*ad,.teen imported.

was thus: in. the throesvof a development crisis'- of great portent. Ih-Wpite of

national and" regional econorn^ brder Africa measures tocher in
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The many representatives .who took *he floor during' the general/debate on regional . a
co-operation and. development all-expressed their satisfaction"with" the activities of. the V
regional.commissions as reflected in their annual reports. The other regional commissions
had,.like.ECA,- held.a session in 1977. All the representatives expressed gratification ■
concerning the.efforts made by the Executive-Secretaries to strengthen bo-operation at ;:
the secretariat level and to promote economic and technical co-operation among developliig
countries. The representatives recognized the heed to strengthen the regional commissions

to enable them to give full expression to their.role of catalyst of. economic and sociai.

development in their respective regions.. Many representatives mentioned the wishes
expressed by the Council in its resolution 2043 (LXl) on the strengthening of the regional
commissions for .regional-.and interregional co-operation and said they had been disappointed
to read in the Secretary-General's, report on that subject that it was for the time being -
impossible to provide the regional commissions with the resources they needed to 'strengthen
their activities. Such a decision would only delay the establishment of a' system of ■
regional and. interregional co-operation, so badly needed in Africa. "

Among the decisions taken by the Council in its consideration of regional co-opera-
tion and development was a resolution endorsing the proclamation of a transport and
communications decade.in Africa during the years 1978-1988. It will be recalled that,,■
during its. thirteenth session held at Kinshasa from 24 February to 3 March, the Commission

tt°Vlt a/eSOlUtiOn on the same subject (resolution 291 (XIII.)). ' It. should also be noted
that^.the Pans Conference on International Economic Co-operation recommended the proclama
tion by the. international community of a transport and communications decade in Africa.',
borrowing an idea first advanced by the States members ofEGA. ECA therefore greeted the
adoption of this resolution 1/ by the Economic and Social Council with understandable
gratification. In its resolution the Council, inter alia:

.. -.; . "Endorses the recommendations-made in paragraph 1 of resolution 291 (XIII)
adopted at the thirteenth session of the Economic Commission for Africa - fourth
meeting of the Conference of "Ministers - and proclaims a Transport and Communica-

,.■.!.;:■: tlons Decade m.Africa during the years 1978-1988 With a view to:

. "(a) Giving active support to the preparation and implementation of a global ■
strategy for the development of transport and communications in Africa for the
purpose of solving the problems of the continent in this field; and

"(b) Mobilizing the technical and financial resources required for this
purpose; . . •■= ' \

"Requests the Secretary-General, in co-operation with the executive heads of
the agencies concerned, to provide all assistance to the African States in the
preparation of a detailed plan of action for the Decade and to co-ordinate the
mobilization of the necessary technical and financial resources required to make
the Decade a success;" w .. .

;A draft resolution on the admission of Egypt to full membership in the Economic
Commission for Western Asia was unanimously adopted with no1 vote taken, and another draft ■ =■
relating to the admission of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) to full member-,
ship in the same Commission was adopted by 27 votes to 11, with'12 abstentions.

1/ See Annex' I to this document.
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ECA is grateful for the support it received from the delegations of the African

States members of the Economic and Social Council and from African ^legations which,

in the capacity of observer, attended the - lenary meetings of the Council end meetings

of its Committees, of the African Group and o:° the Group of 77. It is also grateful to

all those non-African States represented in Geneva which in offering it their support,

demonstrated their appreciation of its efforts on behalf of the development and economic

integration of Africa.
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ANMEX I

Transport and Communications Decade in Africa

The Economic and Social,Council recommerids; to the General Assembly

the adoption of. the following draft- resolution: ' ■

"The General Assembly, . . ' .

"Recalling its resolutions 2626 (XXV) of 24 October .1970. .on the

International Development Strategy for the Second United Nations1 Development

Decade, 3202 (S-VI) of- 1 .Kay 1974 on the Programme of Action on the

Establishment of.a new International Economic Order, and 3362. (S-VII) of

16 September 1975 on development, and international economic co-operation,

and in particular the need to narrow the gap between industrialize,^' and "

developing; countries, . ,. ■ ■

.-.,.: "Recognizing the urgent need to imporve substantially the

transport and. communications infrastructure in Africa in particular,

"Noting: with satisfaction the initiative of the Organization of

African Unity and the Economic Commission for Africa in the establishment

of an integrated African road network and the, rationalization of Africa's'

railway systems as well as other transport systems in order-to facilitate

the promotion of multinational economic co-operation in Africa, : intr'a- ;

African trade and.political and social and economic integration- of Africa,

"Commending resolution 291 (XIII) entitled "Transport and

Communications Decade .in Africa!', adopted at the thirteenth session, of

the Commission - fourth meeting of the Conference of Ministers,

"Noting section III, subsection D of the annex to the report'

of the. Conference of International. Economic* Go-operation (e/l. 1774) on" ':

infrastructure andin particular paragraph. 8 of that sebsectiori dealing'

with Africa, . ■ ■ t . ■ ... ■ ■ , .;;.; ■

. . "Convinced that effective support i-s required from the-inter-'" '

national' community in order to promote the principle of■collective" '

self-reliance for the purpose of solving African problems in these sectors,

:.- "Convinced further of the need to adopt an integrated, approach'

in the formulation of a global, strategy for the development'of transport '

and communications .in Africa, taking into account all the problems facing"

the continent in this field, ■■ ; ' ' ■ • ■' '■'*''
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"Noting further'with appreciation the progress made in the development

of a Pan-African telecommunication network which is jointly sponsored by

the Organization of African Unity, the International Telecommunication

Union and the Economic Commission for Africa,

"Welcoming the continuing interest of the specialized agencies in

the application of communications technologies and service's, in .

particular of the International Telecommunication Union which, as the

lead agency, has the responsibility for the regulation, co-ordinp.tion

and harmonization of activities in this field,

"1. Endorses the recommendation made in paragraph 1 of resolution 291

(XIII) adopted at the thirteenth session of the Economic Commission

for Africa - fourth meeting of the Conference of Ministers and proclaims

a Transport and Communications Decade- in Africa during the years I978-I988

with a view to:

(a) Giving active support to the preparation and implementation of

a global strategy.for the development of transport and communications in

Africa for the purpose of solving the problems of the continent in this

field: and

(b) Mobilizing the technical and financial resources required for

this purpose;

"2. Requests the Secretary-General, in co-operation with the executive

heads of the agencies concerned, to provide all possible assistance to

the African States in the preparation of a detailed plan of action for the

Decade and to co-ordinate the mobilization of the necessary financial

and technical resources required to make the Decade a success;

"3- Calls upon all the Member States, in particular the developed

countries, and others in a position to do so to participate effectively

in the implementation of programmes to achieve the objectives of the ""V-

Decade;

"4. Requests,the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Interna

tional Telecommunication Union and other specialized agencies

concerned, to propose for consideration as appropriate one year during

the Decade as a World Communications Year in view of the importance of
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transport ^nd communication to othjr regions of the world and to submit

a report to the Economic and Social Council at its sixty-fifth session

with a detailed programme of measures and activities to be carried out

during such a Year;

"5. Further requests the Secretary-General to submit to the General

Assembly at its thirty-third session, through the Economic and Social

Council at its sixty-fifth session a detailed progress report on the

implementation of this resolution and thereafter annual progress

reports."


